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ABSTRACT: We report microcrystalline Ni3P as a noble-metal-free electrocatalyst for the H2 evolution reaction (HER) with high activity just below those
of Ni5P4 and Pt, the two most eﬃcient HER catalysts known. Ni3P has
previously been dismissed for the HER, owing to its anticipated corrosion and
its low activity when formed as an impurity in amorphous alloys. We observe
higher activity of single-phase Ni3P crystallites than for other nickel phosphides
(except Ni5P4) in acid, high corrosion tolerance in acid, and zero corrosion in
alkali. We compare its electrocatalytic performance, corrosion stability, and
intrinsic turnover rate to those of diﬀerent transition-metal phosphides.
Electrochemical studies reveal that poisoning of surface Ni sites does not block
the HER, indicating P as the active site. Using density functional theory (DFT),
we analyze the thermodynamic stability of Ni3P and compare it to experiments.
DFT calculations predict that surface reconstruction of Ni3P (001) strongly
favors P enrichment of the Ni4P4 termination and that the H adsorption energy depends strongly on the surface reconstruction,
thus revealing a potential synthetic lever for tuning HER catalytic activity. A particular P-enriched reconstructed surface on
Ni3P(001) is predicted to be the most stable surface termination at intermediate P content, as well as providing the most active
surface site at low overpotentials. The P adatoms present on this reconstructed surface are more active for HER at low
overpotentials in comparison to any of the sites investigated on other terminations of Ni3P(001), as they possess nearly
thermoneutral H adsorption. To our knowledge this is the ﬁrst time reconstructed surfaces of transition-metal phosphides have
been identiﬁed as having the most active surface site, with such good agreement with the experimentally observed catalytic
current onset and Tafel slope. The active site geometry achieved through reconstruction identiﬁed in this work shows great
similarity to that reported for Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001) facets, serving as a general design principle for the future
development of even more active transition-metal phosphide catalysts and further climbing the volcano plot.
KEYWORDS: water splitting, electrocatalysis, hydrogen evolution, HER, renewable energy, energy storage

■

INTRODUCTION

of noble-metal catalysts and poor eﬃciencies in noncorrosive
electrolytes.
The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) proceeds readily on
Pt in both acidic (2H++ 2e− ↔ H2(g)) and basic (2H2O + 2e−
↔ 2OH− + H2(g)) aqueous media. Pt requires a very low
overpotential (η) of ∼20 mV in acid (pH 0) and 163 mV in

Chief among the technical limitations preventing the development of a sustainable industry sector is the design of low-cost,
nontoxic, renewable materials and the emergence of processes
amenable to energy-intensive chemical conversions. These
materials include catalysts for solar energy conversion, CO2(g)
reduction, and NH3(g) synthesis. Renewable H2(g) production
via water electrolysis is essential to all these technologies, yet it
remains unrealized on an industrial scale, owing to the high cost
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alkali (pH 14) for yielding a current density of −10 mA/cm2geo
(η10).1 This current density corresponds to 10% solar to
hydrogen eﬃciency, which is one of the U.S. Department of
Energy’s benchmarks for commercialization.2 Although Pt
exhibits good electrical conductivity and high corrosion
tolerance in strongly acidic and alkaline electrolytes, it is too
scarce for global application at any pH. Ru nanoparticles
supported on C−N materials3 have shown great promise as
state of the art HER catalysts in both alkali and acid. While the
low abundance of ruthenium may limit its application on a
global scale,4 understanding the HER mechanism on this
material could lead to the discovery of chemically intuitive
metrics that govern electrocatalysis and can be tuned to
optimize catalyst eﬃciency.
To address the need for inexpensive, noble-metal-free HER
catalysts, several transition-metal nitride,5 sulﬁde,6−12 and
phosphide1,13−15,15,16 compounds have been identiﬁed, as well
as transition-metal-doped N/S/P-functionalized carbon hybrid
materials.17 The reported performance (overpotentials) of
these catalysts is summarized in Table S1. Notable examples
include various morphologies of MoS2 (η10 = 150−202
mV7,18,19 at pH 0), CoP nanoparticles (75 mV at pH 0),13
and nanocrystalline Ni5P4 microparticles (nc-MPs, 33 mV at
pH −0.04).16 nc-MPs are nanocrystals that agglomerate into
microparticles while retaining some of their nanoroughness.
The activity of Ni5P4 nc-MPs is comparable to that of the
benchmark HER catalyst, polycrystalline Pt foil, which requires
η10 = 27 mV under identical conditions.16 Due to its high
electrical conductivity,16 Ni5P4 can even be used without a
conductive support, which simpliﬁes electrode design and
allows for very high loadings and corresponding high currents
per unit electrolyzer area. Of the six known thermodynamically
stable (<800 °C) crystalline nickel phosphide compounds
(Ni3P,20 Ni5P2, Ni12P5,21 Ni2P,1,22,23 Ni5P4,16,24 and NiP225),
most of them exhibit good HER catalytic activity (η10 < 150
mV) in acid (pH 0), with Ni5P4 being the best..16,24
Another requirement for a suitable catalyst is stability against
corrosion under catalytic conditions. Pure Ni catalysts are used
in commercial alkaline electrolyzers but show low activity and
readily dissolve in acid (and very strong alkali), even under
electrolysis conditions.26 Ni corrosion is suppressed by
combining it with P to form amorphous alloys (<30 atom %
P) and stoichiometric NixPy crystalline compounds (≥25 atom
% P). It was previously proposed that the corrosion tolerance of
NixPy compounds improves with increasing P content,27 since
NiP2 displays better stability toward oxidation than Ni2P (this
trend holds true for Mn, Fe, and Co phosphides as well).27 We
recently found that Ni5P4 has superior corrosion tolerance in
both strong acid and alkali in comparison to Ni2P, as the latter
readily leaches Ni (50 atom % Ni over 16 h16). As such, Ni5P4
is one of the most active, corrosion-tolerant HER catalysts
reported to date.16 These observations suggest that NixPy with
lower P content would be not only less HER active but also
more susceptible to corrosion. To the best of our knowledge,
however, there have not been any systematic studies of the
corrosion tolerance of nickel phosphide compounds.
The HER activity trend for nickel phosphides is Ni12P5 <
Ni2P < Ni5P4.28 This trend shows that HER activity is positively
correlated with P content for crystalline nickel phosphides. For
amorphous solid solutions of Ni and P, the optimal HER
activity is attained at 12.5 atom % P.29,30 The diﬀerence
between the optimal P content for crystalline and amorphous

nickel phosphides indicates a structural inﬂuence on HER
activity.
A recent study20 showed that multifaceted, nanoporous Ni3P
particles (synthesized using a low-temperature method that
likely traps nonequilibrium surface phases) oﬀer fairly good
HER activity in acid (η10 = 85 mV and Tafel slope 50 mV/dec).
The performance of this catalyst is signiﬁcantly lower in
comparison to ours (η10 = 66 mV and Tafel slope 41 mV/dec),
and moreover the change in Tafel slope indicates a diﬀerence in
the rate-determining kinetics of the former in comparison to
the large domain crystalline particles (high-temperature synthesis) investigated in this work.
In this work, we investigate the HER activity and
electrochemical stability of Ni3P, which has the lowest P
content of the thermodynamically stable nickel phosphide
crystal phases, and it is therefore an important member of the
nickel phosphide catalyst family. Ni3P is especially appealing
due to its excellent HER activity (even if it is lower than that of
Ni5P4), its facile synthesis using low temperatures which allows
for the synthesis of small nanocluster, and its ability to produce
thin-ﬁlm coatingsunlike the P-rich nickel phosphides.29,31We
apply density functional theory calculations (DFT) to identify
catalytically active sites on the (001) surface of Ni3P and its
reconstructions. We note that in the mineralogy literature it is
well-known that the Ni3P(001) facet is the preferred facet of
cleaving for the isostructural schreibersite mineral; this mineral
may also cleave imperfectly (forming less stable surfaces) along
the (010) and (110) facets.32 We thus investigate the surface
energy of the bulk termination of these alternative facets in the
composition region of Ni3P stability (see the Supporting
Information). This analysis supports the experimental observation that the (001) facet is the dominant facet over the entire
compositional region of stability for phase-pure Ni3P. The hightemperature synthesis ensures that the thermodynamically
preferred (001) facet should be the major exposed facet
according to the Wolf theory. We show that crystalline, phasepure Ni3P exhibits excellent HER activity (slightly lower than
that of Ni5P4 and Pt, the best known HER catalysts) and high
corrosion tolerance in both acid and alkali despite its low P
content. We ﬁnd that the stability of Ni3P against electrochemical corrosion can be explained by its enthalpy of
formation; Ni3P has greater thermodynamic stability per atom
than Ni and HER-active Ni alloys, such as NiMo. Our DFT
calculations support this interpretation and indicate that a
particular surface reconstruction of Ni3P is thermodynamically
favored. This surface reconstruction enables shallower binding
energies of adsorbed H atoms, thereby creating more eﬃcient,
faster catalysis.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Solid-State Catalyst Synthesis. Ni(s) and P(s) were
reacted in evacuated quartz tubes at 700 °C for 24 h by a
conventional solid-state reaction (see the Supporting Information for details).
Electrode Fabrication. A 100 mg portion of the catalyst
and 250 μL of 5% Naﬁon (neutralized with NaOH) were
combined, pressed into a pellet, and mounted as an electrode.
Contacts and pellet sides were masked oﬀ with epoxy, leaving
only the active surface area accessible to electrolyte (see the
Supporting Information for details).
Electrochemical Measurements. All solutions were
prepared using Millipore water. A piranha-cleaned threeelectrode cell, with a Selemion membrane or porous glass frit
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separating working and counter compartments, was used for all
of the electrochemical measurements. A B-doped diamond
electrode was used as the counter electrodeavoiding any Pt
source. Reference electrode potentials were calibrated to the
RHE scale daily; the absence of any detectable Pt dissolution
during calibration of the reference electrode was veriﬁed by
ICP-OES (LODα=0.05 = 0.2 ppm, see the Supporting
Information for details). Solution resistances on the order of
<10 Ω were corrected manually.
Computational Methodology. DFT32,33 calculations
were carried out using the Quantum Espresso code.34
Optimized norm-conserving,35 designed36 pseudopotentials
were constructed using the OPIUM code37 for both Ni and
P to soften their valence electron wave functions and ionic
potentials. Wave functions were expanded in a plane-wave basis
with a cutoﬀ energy of 50 Ry. The exchange correlation energy
was calculated using Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof’s form of
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).38 van der
Waals interactions were treated using Grimme’s semiempirical
DFT-D2 method.39,40

■

RESULTS
Synthesis and Characterization. We synthesized Ni3P
and Ni5P4 using a solid-state procedure, modiﬁed from ref 41,
at high temperature, so as to ensure uniform high crystallinity
(for details see the Supporting Information). This solid-state
synthesis method produces quantitative yields (in Ni) of singlephase Ni5P4. The as-synthesized Ni3P MPs contain a small
Ni(s) impurity, which was removed by washing the product in
15 wt % HCl for several hours with stirring under an inert N2
atmosphere. A single-phase Ni3P product was recovered by
ﬁltration. The complete removal of the Ni(s) impurity and
absence of any other impurities before catalysis was veriﬁed by
SEM-EDS measurements on 13 selected spots, which gave an
average formal composition of Ni3.1±0.3P (see the Supporting
Information). We conﬁrmed the phase purity of Ni3P (ICSD
reference pattern: PDF 074-1384) and Ni5P4 (PDF 018-0883;
Supporting Information) using Rietveld reﬁnement of the
powder X-ray diﬀraction (PXRD) (see Figure 1A and the
Supporting Information). We ﬁnd that Ni3P MPs (Figure 1B)
and Ni5P4 MPs (Supporting Information) have similar particle
sizes in the range of 2−11 μm and therefore nearly identical N2
adsorption BET surface areas of 0.11 and 0.10 m2/g,
respectively. As expected, our solid-state synthesis results in
lower surface areas relative to those reported in other studies:
e.g., our solvothermal route16 to Ni5P4 nc-MPs (5.19 m2/g).
Next, we describe the fabrication and evaluation of
electrodes. We prepared electrodes by pressing a mixture of
powdered catalyst and Naﬁon into pellets. We then mounted
these pellets as the working electrode (see the Supporting
Information). The addition of Naﬁon serves two purposes: (1)
it increases proton conduction to the catalyst surface in acidic
electrolytes and (2) it binds particles for enhanced mechanical
stability during H2(g) evolution. In alkaline electrolytes, Naﬁon
only serves to bind the catalyst because its sulfonic acid group,
i.e. the proton source, is converted to sodium sulfonate (NaNaﬁon). To utilize this fabrication method, electrodes must
exhibit excellent electrical conductivity. Using a four-point
probe measurement, the electrical resistivity of a pressed pellet
of the pure Ni3P powder is 4 × 10−6 Ω m (7 × 10−6 Ω m for
Ni5P4). On the basis of this value, the estimated resistance
across a representative pellet (480 μm thick and a geometric
surface area of 0.03 cm2) is 6 × 10−6 Ω (1 × 10−5 Ω for Ni5P4).

Figure 1. (A) PXRD pattern (in black) and Rietveld reﬁnement ﬁt for
randomly oriented powder of Ni3P (in red). The goodness of ﬁt (χ2) is
χ2 = 1.15 ± 0.03. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of Ni3P
microparticles synthesized using our solid-state method. Corresponding PXRD and SEM data for Ni5P4 microparticles reveal similarly
excellent goodness of ﬁt (χ2 = 1.65 ± 0.11) and similar particle size
distribution (see the Supporting Information).

The solution resistance (iR drop), which includes the resistance
across the pellet, is relatively low (10−12 Ω), thus showing that
the resistance across the pellet contributes only negligibly to the
total resistance.
We evaluated electrochemical performance, catalyst durability, and reaction kinetics, using chronopotentiometry (CP) and
cyclic voltammetry (CV), respectively. We corrected the
measured potential for the uncompensated solution resistance
and referenced it to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)
so that it does not change with pH. Figure 2A shows a CP
analysis of diﬀerent catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4 (pH 0) and 1 M
NaOH (pH 14) over 16 h. The potential of Pt in acid (−0.020
V vs RHE) is shown for comparison. Due to the rapid
poisoning of Pt, even in high-purity solvents,29 we report the
potential required for a −10 mA/cm2geo kinetic current
(determined from the CV measurement in Figure 2B). This
potential value is a lower limit where the eﬀect of contaminants
and diﬀusion limits are excluded. This is compared to the static
conditions of CP analysis of the nickel phosphides, where these
eﬀects are included. In acidic solution (0.5 M H2SO4), Ni3P
and Ni5P4 MPs require −0.066 and −0.043 V vs RHE,
respectively, to drive a steady −10 mA/cm2geo current density
of H2 evolution for 16 h. In alkaline solution (1 M NaOH),
Ni3P and Ni5P4 require −0.291 and −0.193 V vs RHE,
respectively. Both Ni3P and Ni5P4 show an initial activation
period (t < 2 h) in acid, after which there is no change in
catalytic activity throughout the CP analysis. Under alkali
conditions there is an initial decrease of activity at t < 2 h.
These break-in periods are due to the reduction of the surface
phosphorus oxide, in agreement with previous reports,16 after
which no further change in activity is observed, indicating
catalyst stability.
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Figure 2. (A) CP analysis of Pt (in black), Ni3P MPs (in red), and Ni5P4 MPs (in green) in 0.5 M H2SO4 (solid line) and 1 M NaOH (dashed line).
For comparison, we also show Ni5P4 nc-MPs without Naﬁon (in blue), which is prepared using our solvothermal synthesis.16 (B) CV measurements
of Ni3P (in red) and Ni5P4 (in green) in 0.5 M H2SO4 (solid line) and 1 M NaOH (dashed line) at a scan rate of 1 mV/s and under 1 atm of H2(g).
(C) Tafel plots of Ni3P in 0.5 M H2SO4 (left) and 1 M NaOH (right). Tafel analysis is performed on three individual electrodes and averaged to
reduce capacitive current contributions. CV measurements of Pt foil are recorded as linear sweeps at fast scan rates (100 mV/s) to avoid mass
transport limitations. (D) Comparison of three electrocatalyst performance metrics (Tafel slope, exchange current density, and the HER
overpotential at −10 mA/cm2geo) for Ni3P MPs and other state of the art HER electrocatalysts at pH 0 (see Figure S2 for pH 14). Asterisks indicate
measurements presented in this work; all other measurements are based on literature reports.

conditions, we measured the amount of dissolved Ni at
diﬀerent times using ICP-OES (see Table 1). In alkaline
solution, we did not detect Ni, above the limit of detection
(LODα=0.05 = 0.16 ppm of Ni in water), at any point during
electrolysis with Ni3P or Ni5P4; this is in agreement with the
stability of the CP analysis. In acid, we measured the released
Ni concentration in the electrolyte during and following a
break-in period (16 h). For the Ni3P MPs, the amount of
dissolved Ni increased to only 0.9 ± 0.4 wt % of the total
catalyst content during the break-inperiod (0 to <16 h). After
this stage, we did not observe further dissolution of Ni up to 48
h of continuous electrolysis (0.5 ± 0.4 wt %; see Figure S4 in
the Supporting Information), in agreement with the CP
analysis. Similarly, for the Ni5P4 MPs, Ni dissolution is minimal
during the break-in period and no further dissolution is
observed from 16 to 24 h of continuous electrolysis. These
insigniﬁcant amounts of dissolved Ni are much smaller than
those of Ni2P NPs (pressed electrodes made without Naﬁon),
for which 50% dissolution of Ni is observed after 16 h.1,16 This
minimal dissolution of surface atoms demonstrates the
remarkable stability of Ni3P MPs under catalytic conditions.
The stability of Ni3P contrasts with that of other high Ni

Figure 2B shows a kinetic analysis (CV) of Ni3P MPs, Ni5P4
MPs, and Pt in acid (solid lines) and base (dashed lines). We
note that the noise in the traces of the Pt foil (and, to a lesser
extent, the Ni3P and Ni5P4 MPs) is due to H2 bubble formation
and release. This is not a weakness in the experimental design
but rather an additional validation of HER catalytic activity. In
acidic solution, the CV curve of Ni5P4 MPs (2−11 μm, solid
state synthesis) overlaps that of Pt; the same result is observed
for Ni5P4 nc-MPs (0.3−1.8 μm, solvothermal synthesis). Ni3P
MPs show performance comparable to that of Ni5P4 in acid but
lower activity in alkaline solution, in agreement with the CP
experiment above.
We measured the Faradaic yield of H2(g) using gas
chromatography (GC) and found it to be 99 ± 16% in 0.5
M H2SO4 and 106 ± 12% in 1 M NaOH. This shows that
H2(g) is the only gaseous reaction product. Due to the initial
reduction of a surface oxide/phosphate (in agreement with
previous observations16), the Faradaic yield was determined
after ∼15 min of preconditioning. The quantitative yield of
H2(g), within the uncertainty, indicates that Ni3P does not
leach Ni or P. To conclusively determine if the catalyst is stable
against leaching and electrolytic corrosion under catalytic
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We include the details of turnover frequency (TOF) and electrochemical capacitance surface area (ECSA) estimations in the Supporting Information. bWe assume that ECSA is the same in acid and base,
and the uncertainty is the standard deviation for Ni3P MPs. cData for Ni5P4 nc-MP from ref 16.

content catalysts, e.g. NiMo nanoparticles (NPs), which readily
dissolve during electrolysis in acid.42 The instability of δ-NiMo
can be attributed to its small enthalpy of formation, which is
tiny (−0.51 kJ/mol at 700 °C)43 in comparison to that of Ni3P
(−219.7 kJ/mol at STP).
We evaluated the potential dependence of Ni3P HER activity
using Tafel analysis (Table 1) over at last one decade of current
density. Figure 2C plots current density vs overpotential for
Ni3P MPs/Naﬁon electrodes in acidic or alkaline solution. In
acidic solution the Tafel region is restricted to the lowoverpotential region, where only one active site is predicted by
our DFT calculations (vide infra, Figure 4A). We note that at
increased overpotentials numerous H adsorption sites are
predicted to contribute to the electrochemical activity, but the
evaluation of the reaction mechanism for these latter sites is
beyond the scope of this work, as we focus on the closest to
thermoneutral (most active) sites. The Tafel slope is 41 ± 2
mV/dec in acid and 119 ± 2 mV/dec in alkali. The exchange
current density (j0, x axis in Figure 2D) measures the intrinsic
electron transfer rate between the catalyst and H+(aq) at 0 V vs
RHE: i.e., at zero electrochemical driving force. For Ni3P, we
ﬁnd an exchange current density of j0 = (3 ± 1) × 10−4 A/
cm2geo in acid and (5.2 ± 0.9) × 10−5 A/cm2geo in alkali.

■

DISCUSSION
Corrosion Stability and Bonding. First, we consider the
chemical bonding in nickel phosphides. The increased stability
of nickel phosphide compounds vs Ni(s) is quantiﬁed by the
heat of formation of Ni3P (ΔHf = −220 kJ/mol)44 vs Ni(s)
(ΔHf = 0 kJ/mol for STP), as shown in Figure 3A, which plots
the negative of the enthalpy of formation per atom for each of
the seven nickel phosphide compounds. Figure 3A reveals that
the per-atom stability remains nearly constant as P content
increases for Ni3P, Ni5P2, Ni12P5, and Ni2P, drops at P:Ni = 4:5,
and drops still further above 2:1 in NiP2 and NiP3. The peratom stability of the last compounds decreases by as much as
22% over the P-poor phases.
We calculated the electron localization function (ELF) by
DFT.45 It is a simple measure of electron localization which
may be used to distinguish between diﬀerent types of bonding:
e.g., metallic, ionic, and covalent. The maximum ELF value of 1
corresponds to complete electron localization (shown as red
regions in Figure 3B), whereas an ELF value equal to 0.5
corresponds to an ideal electron gas that is delocalized (green).
We calculate the ELF in a plane coincident with two Ni−P
bonds to show the extent of electron delocalization in Ni3P.
Most of the space between atoms is turquoise (ELF ≈ 0.46),
indicating a delocalized electron cloud consistent with metallic
bonding. This agrees with the metallic conductivity observed
for Ni3P (resistivity 4 × 10−6 Ω m). In addition to the major
contribution from metallic bonding, there is partial charge
transfer between Ni and P, suggesting that electrostatic
interactions are important as well. Bader charge analysis yields
a partial charge of +0.1 to +0.2 qe on Ni and −0.2 to −0.3 qe on
P. This additional ionic contribution could explain the added
stability of the nickel phosphide compounds over purely
metallic bonding in Ni(s).
Next, we consider the eﬀect of an applied potential on
chemical stability. To determine which electronic states will be
occupied upon electrochemical polarization, we calculate the Γpoint wave function at electronic energies of ∼−5 and ∼0.1 eV
relative to the Fermi energy (EF) (see Figure 3C). These
energies were chosen as they correspond to energetically and
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Table 1. Electrocatalyst Performance in Acid (0.5 M H2SO4) and Alkali (1 M NaOH)a
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phosphides in both acid and alkali. However, as is often the
case in catalysis, bonds must be ﬂexible to allow for eﬃcient
catalysis. Ni−P bonds are weakened at negatively biased
potentials, shifting the H-binding energy of weak binding sites
toward thermoneutralityincreasing the catalytic HER activity.
Finally, the 22% lower enthalpy of formation of NiP2 in
comparison to that of Ni2P (Figure 3A) is likely a consequence
of replacing stronger Ni−P metallic and ionic bonding with
weaker P−P covalent interactions. Consistent with this trend,
NiP2 is known to be less corrosion resistant in air in
comparison to the Ni-rich compoundsindicating a correlation between corrosion stability and enthalpy of formation for
this pair of compounds.
Electrocatalytic Activity and Tafel Kinetics. Figure 2D
plots the HER performance metrics of multiple transition-metal
phosphides and sulﬁdes in comparison to Ni3P MPs at pH 0
using the data in Table 1. Ni3P requires an overpotential of
−0.066 V vs RHE to generate a stable current density of −10
mA/cm2geo for 16 h, comparable to that of Ni5P4 MPs and
other top transition-metal phosphides (see Figure 2D).
Industrial electrolyzers, however, operate at much greater
current densities and, consequently, overpotentials. At 100 mV,
Ni3P is inferior to Ni5P4, the latter producing a 3 times higher
current density in acid (Table 1).
Figure 2D shows that the Tafel slope of Ni3P MPs in acid
(41 ± 2 mV/dec) is larger than that of Ni5P4 (both as nc-MPs
and MPs) but comparable to that of other top transition-metal
phosphides (see Figure 2D).
This Tafel slope (TS) may be compared to the idealized
HER reactions in acid in the low H coverage limit:46
Volmer step:

H+(aq) + e− ⇌ H*

Heyrovsky step:

Figure 3. (A) (red) Enthalpy of formation per atom (ΔfH°) of bulk
nickel phosphide phases. ΔfH° is divided by the number of atoms per
formula unit to allow a direct comparison between diﬀerent bulk
compositions. (black) P/Ni ratio of the crystalline phase. (B) Electron
localization function for a plane coincident with two Ni−P bonds. The
heat map indicates “localized electrons” in red (ELF ≈ 1) and
“delocalized electrons” in green (ELF = 0.5) (ELF = 0 in blue). (C) Γpoint wave function along a Ni−P bond with the color map indicating
the sign of the wave function (red, positive; blue, negative).

Tafel step:

TS 116

H+(aq) + e− + H* ⇌ H 2(g)

2H* ⇌ H 2(g)

TS 38

TS 29

where H* represents H bound to the surface and slopes are in
units of mV/dec. Experimental Tafel slopes, however, often
deviate from these guideline values because they depend on H
coverage.47 The Tafel slope of Ni5P4 MPs and Pt in acid (∼30
mV/dec) indicates that the Tafel step is rate determining on
Ni5P4. Ni3P MPs, however, exhibit a Tafel slope of 41 mV/dec,
which indicates that the Heyrovsky step is likely ratedetermining. Since the Heyrovsky and Tafel steps involve
one and two H*, respectively, we can infer that the H coverage
on Ni3P is smaller than that on Ni5P4 and Pt.
Finally, we ﬁnd that the exchange current density in acid of
Ni3P MPs (Figure 2D) is 1 order of magnitude less than that of
Ni5P4 nc-MPs and Pt but comparable to that of other top
transition-metal phosphides such as Ni2P NPs,1 CoP NPs,13
and NiMoNx/C48 (see Figure 2D). This can be explained by
the low H* coverage on Ni3P.
In alkali, Ni3P MPs are corrosion free but require a higher
overpotential (−0.291 V) to drive −10 mA/cm2geo than do
Ni5P4 MPs (−0.193 V) (synthesized using the same solid-state
method) and NiMo NPs (−0.082 V), a state of the art alkaline
HER catalyst (but corrodes in acid).42 At pH 14, the Tafel
slope of Ni3P MPs (119 ± 2 mV/dec) is near that of a
polycrystalline Pt disk (98 mV/dec) (see the Supporting
Information). Figure S2 compares the performance of Ni3P
MPs in alkali (pH 14) to that of benchmark electrocatalysts.
To investigate why these nickel phosphide catalysts perform
worse in alkali than in acid, we excluded the eﬀects of the

spatially overlapping P 3p and Ni 3d states (see the DOS in
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). The band at ∼0.1 eV
vs EFanalogous to the LUMO in molecular orbital bonding
theoryrepresents the states that become ﬁlled ﬁrst when the
electrode is polarized during HER catalysis. The wave function
projection shows lobes on Ni and P directed toward each other
but of opposite sign: respectively (+) in red and (−) in blue.
This state is therefore localized and antibonding in nature. The
ﬁlling of antibonding states that occurs during electrode
polarization weakens the Ni−P bonding interaction and
increases the electron density on both atoms. The weaker
Ni−P bonds and concomitant increase in electron density upon
polarization create new adsorption sites for proton binding at
these P atoms. As described below, the resulting adsorbed H
atoms bind the most weakly of all H sites (near thermoneutral
energy) and will therefore contribute the most to the high HER
activity (vide infra). The projection at E − EF ≈ −5 eV shows
an in-phase delocalized interaction between two Ni atoms and
one P atom, indicating a delocalized metallic bond as predicted
by the ELF above. In summary, mainly metallic bonding and
some ionic bonding between Ni and P stabilize nickel
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Ni(s): Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4, Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P, and Ni3P(s)/
Ni4P4+2P. These correspond respectively to a bulk termination,
a reconstruction with one Ni vacancy (VNi) and one P adatom
(Pad), and a reconstruction with two Pad adatoms. Ni3P(001)
surface structure and stability depend on the Ni chemical
potential during synthesis. For a detailed description of the
surface phase diagram and atomic structures, see Figure S5.
Figure 4A shows the calculated diﬀerential free energy of H
adsorption (ΔGH) at U = 0 V vs RHE and pH 0. Figure 4B−D

Naﬁon binder by comparing CP analysis of Ni5P4 and Ni3P MP
electrodes both with and without Naﬁon. Figure S4A shows
that there is no appreciable diﬀerence with and without Naﬁon
in 1 M NaOH. Hence, the low geometric activity is likely due
to the large particle size aﬀorded by the high-temperature
synthesis. By normalization to the estimated active electrochemical surface area, a more accurate comparison can be made
to literature results (see the kinetic performance section
below).
To explore the surface chemical state of the catalyst, XPS
spectra were measured before and after 30 min of catalysis at
−0.5 V vs RHE in 0.5 M H2SO4 and unavoidable air exposure
during sample transfer. The resulting spectra (Ni and P 2p
spectra, see Figures S10−S12) reveal the presence of a nickel
phosphide reduced chemical state both before and after
catalysis, as well as the presence of a layer (≲1 nm thick) of
nickel phosphorus oxides, Nix(POy)z, formed by air exposure,
comprised of a mixture of species (indistinguishable phosphate,
phosphite, or hypophosphite) within the experimental ﬁtting
error (±0.2 eV; see the Supporting Information). It should be
noted that the Nix(POy)z will be reduced under HER
conditions, as has been observed by Raman spectroscopy for
the Cox(POy)z analogue.49 This reduction is further supported
by the induction period observed in the CP analysis in Figure
2A, which is signiﬁcantly extended in alkali electrolyte, where
the nickel phosphorus oxide is insoluble and will be fully
reduced prior to reaching the catalytic steady state current, in
agreement with the observations by ICP-OES analysis (see
Figure S5). In contrast, in acid the phosphorus oxide partially
dissolves (as seen by ICP-OES, see Figure S5) and the
induction period is much shorter. As discussed above, in both
acid and alkali no further change in Ni dissolution is observed
after the break-in period, indicating catalyst stability.
Finally, survey spectra recorded of the Ni3P MP catalyst after
catalysis did not reveal any impurities other than residue from
the electrolyte and epoxy from the electrode fabrication (Figure
S14).
Surface Structure and Stability of Ni3P(001). The HER
active site on transition-metal phosphides is debated in the
literature. Most computational studies examine Ni2P(0001)
surfaces, and none have considered the inﬂuence of surface
reconstruction on the HER. The published DFT calculations of
Ni2P surfaces, which correspond to a single-crystal sample
under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), provide a point of comparison
for our work here. There are two hypotheses for the HER
active site on Ni2P surfaces: (1) trigonal Ni3-hollow and Ni−P
bridge sites on Ni2P(0001)50 and (2) Ni−Ni bridge sites on
low-index facets Ni2P(1̅1̅20)/(112̅1).51 Single-crystal electrochemical studies would be necessary to possibly distinguish
which of these hypotheses may be right. A recently published
DFT study indicates that stable P-enriched reconstructions of
Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001)/(0001̅) can form under realistic
synthesis conditions.52 Little is known experimentally, however,
about the surface structure and stability of Ni3P. Ni3P is
predicted to have two possible terminations along the (001)
plane: Ni8 and Ni4P4. Hereafter, we label all surface
reconstructions as “bulk layer composition”/“surface layer
composition”, e.g. Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4.
We analyzed surface structure and thermodynamic stability
using DFT calculations.32−34 This approach reveals that three
diﬀerent (001) surface reconstructions form within the
chemical potential range of Ni and P for which bulk Ni3P(s)
is favored over other nickel phosphide stoichiometries and

Figure 4. DFT calculations of H adsorption on stable stoichiometric
and reconstructed Ni3P(001) surfaces. (A) H adsorption free energy as
a function of H coverage (nH) for the three stable Ni3P(001) surfaces
at 0 V vs RHE and pH 0. H* sites (see numbers) on (B) Ni3P(s)/
Ni4P4, (C) Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P, and (D) Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+2P. Dotted
lines highlight the complete and incomplete Ni2P2 subunits and the
−(Ni2P2−P)− chain. Ni, P, and H atoms are colored gray, purple, and
lime green, respectively. Numbers on top of H atoms correspond to
n H. The H atom is not shown when ΔGH (n H) > 0. (E)
Electrochemical surface area (ECSA) derived TOF for Ni3P MPs,
Ni5P4 MPs, and Pt in comparison to values reported in ref 54. The
asterisk (*) next to Ni5P4 in (E) indicates that the H-binding energy of
Ni5P4 MPs is estimated on the basis of an electrochemical analysis (see
the Supporting Information).

shows atomic representations of all the H* adsorption sites on
each stable surface for diﬀerent H coverages (nH). ΔGH at nH =
1 diﬀers substantially for Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4 (−0.53 eV), Ni3P(s)/
Ni4P4+VNi+P (−0.29 eV), and Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+2P (−0.08). We
deﬁne the maximum H coverage as the ﬁrst value of nH for
which ΔGH > 0 (dotted black line in Figure 4A): i.e., H favors
desorption as H2(g) over adsorption.
Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4. Under Ni-rich conditions, formation of the
stoichiometric Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4 surface is thermodynamically
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Ni4P4+VNi+P ranges from −0.39 to −0.46 qe. Thus, P
enrichment decreases the repulsion between H* and surface
P, at the Pad site. Weakened repulsion between H and P is
evident from the order of occupation of the H binding sites.
For Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4, H binds exclusively to Ni. However, as the
surface P concentration increases, Pad forms that weakly binds
H, thereby generating a highly active site for the HER (see nH =
3 for the green line in Figure 4A and site 3 in Figure 4C).
ΔGH is frequently used as a descriptor of HER activity.53
This approach was recently expanded to bulk-derived
terminations of various transition-metal phosphides.54 This
type of DFT analysis is based on the Sabatier principle, which
states that the interaction between the catalyst and adsorption
should be neither too strong nor too weak. In other words,
optimal HER requires a ΔGH value of 0 eV at 0 V vs RHE.
With this deﬁnition, the ΔGH value closest to 0 eV is the
descriptor of a catalyst’s HER activity, as this is the most
kinetically labile H*. Using this descriptor approach, a solid
solution of CoP and FeP (Fe0.5Co0.5P) was identiﬁed as having
the most ideal ΔGH (0.004 eV) among other transition-metal
phosphides.54 This work, however, does not take into account
the possibility of new active sites forming at higher overpotentials, which is highly relevant for kinetic studies. We ﬁnd
that all three stable surfaces of Ni3P(001) provide competitive
ΔGH values at 0 V vs RHE, ranging from −0.17 to −0.08 eV.
Because HER current is generally very low for transitionmetal phosphides until a threshold potential is reached, we
consider the additional H* sites formed at low overpotentials
(η < 0.1 V) as the precursors to H2 formation. For Ni3P(001),
the application of a small reducing potential (−0.040 V)
accesses a new, kinetically labile H* site on Ni3P(s)/
Ni4P4+VNi+P directly atop the Pad (see site 3 in Figure 4D)
by shifting the H binding energy toward thermoneutrality.
Identifying the Active Surface Reconstruction of Ni3P.
We ﬁnd that a small potential of −0.038 V vs RHE drives a
signiﬁcant HER current density of < −3 mA/cm2geo at pH = 0.
This is consistent with the Pad active site on Ni3P(s)/
Ni4P4+VNi+P, which requires −0.04 V for thermoneutral H
adsorption (see site 3 in Figure 4C). On the other hand,
Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4, which has a higher surface Ni content, requires
a more reducing potential (−0.100 V vs RHE) for
thermoneutral H adsorption, thus establishing this termination
as a less likely source of H2(g) at low overpotentials.
Finally, we consider the observed Tafel slope. Since H* at
the Pad site of Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P (see site 3 in Figure 4C) is
surrounded by strongly bound H* at Ni3-hollow sites (sites 1
and 2 in Figure 4C), the HER on Ni3P(001) likely does not
follow the Volmer−Tafel mechanism. Instead, our calculations
suggest that Ni3 P(001) favors the Volmer−Heyrovsky
mechanism in acid (i.e., direct hydride abstraction by a proton),
which agrees with our experimentally determined Tafel slope
(41 mV/dec). We include the ΔGH for H at the Pad site of
Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P in the volcano plot in Figure 4E,
together with the benchmark transition metal phosphide
catalysts reported in ref 54. The Volmer−Heyrovsky
mechanism observed on Ni3P is also reported for Ni2P (Tafel
slope 38−46 mV/dec1,16) which has a characteristic ΔGH value
of 0.14 eV54,55 and is therefore farther to the right (indicating
more weakly bound H*) in Figure 4E.55 The mechanism on
these two weakly binding catalysts is in contrast to the
mechanism on Pt and Ni5P4 that is observed experimentally to
favor the Volmer−Tafel mechanism as seen by the Tafel slopes
of 29 and 31−33 mV/dec, respectively.16,56 It is thus clear that

preferred (see Figure S6 for the free energy vs composition).
This surface is composed of repeating rhombus Ni2P2 subunits
on a Ni subsurface (see Figure 4B). The equilibrium H
coverage of this surface at 0 V vs RHE is four H atoms (labeled
sites 1−4 in Figure 4B) bound at the distorted Ni3-hollow sites
formed by one surface Ni (in a Ni2P2 subunit) and two sublayer
Ni atoms (the red line inFigure 4A plots ΔGH from nH = 1+ to
4+, i.e. low to maximum H coverage). The binding of a ﬁfth H
atom (labeled site 5 in Figure 4B) at a Ni3-hollow adjacent to
the fourth H has a limiting electrochemical potential of
formation of 0.11 eV.
Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P. At intermediate Ni chemical potentials, Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4 is predicted to form a lower energy
termination enriched with P through the formation of a nickel
vacancy (VNi) and deposition of a Pad, denoted Ni3P(s)/
Ni4P4+VNi+P. This reconstruction is generated by removing a
Ni atom from one Ni2P2 subunit (see Figure 4B) and placing P
between the remaining Ni of that subunit and the Ni of a
neighboring, complete Ni2P2 subunit (see Figure 4C) in each
unit cell. The Pad sits directly above a Ni3-hollow site in the
subsurface layer, which stabilizes the P site.52 At 0 V vs RHE,
this surface binds two H atoms (labeled sites 1 and 2 in Figure
4C) at diﬀerent Ni3-hollow sites (green line in Figure 4A plots
ΔGH at nH = 1+ to 2+). Binding of an additional H atop the Pad
(labeled site 3 in Figure 4C) has a limiting electrochemical
potential of formation of 0.04 eV.
Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+2P. At the lowest Ni concentrations in the
Ni3P bulk stability region, the surface is predicted to favor the
formation of the most P enriched termination Ni3P(s)/
Ni4P4+2P (see Figure 4D). This termination can only bind
one H (labeled site 1 in Figure 4D) in the absence of applied
potential, while binding the second H atom (site 2) requires
0.12 eV to form (blue line in Figure 4A plots ΔGH from nH =
1+).
In general, H prefers strong adsorption at distorted Ni3hollow sites. Since the experimental synthesis is Ni-rich (recall
that excess Ni(s) must be removed), Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+2P is
unlikely to form and so we dismiss it from further
consideration. Decreasing the Ni chemical potential (by
increasing its concentration) gives Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P,
which decreases the H coverage at 0 V vs RHE from 4 (high
ΔμNi) to 2 (intermediate ΔμNi) (Figure 4A, red vs green
traces). This agrees with our experimental prediction of lower
H coverage on Ni3P(001) from the exchange current density at
zero applied potential. Under reducing potentials, however, the
Pad of Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P provides nearly thermoneutral H
binding, ideal for the HER.
HER Mechanism on Ni3P(001) Surfaces. First, we discuss
the H adsorption energetics of the stable, experimentally
relevant Ni3P(001) surfaces. Figure 4A shows that ΔGH
increases (i.e., H adsorption weakens) by 0.13−0.14 eV per
additional H* on Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4 and Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P.
Our calculations also reveal that ΔGH increases as the mole
fraction of P at the surface increases, relative to that of the bulk
composition. This can be explained by the electrostatic
repulsion between the negatively charged hydride and
phosphide species.
For nH = 1, the average Löwdin charge of H* is −0.26 qe
across all stable Ni3P(001) surfaces. There are two diﬀerent
charges of surface P within an individual Ni2P2 subunit: −0.66
and −0.76 qe. However, when the Ni2P2 subunit has a VNi, as in
the case of Ni3P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P, the charge of both surface P
atoms is −0.65 qe. The charge of the Pad on Ni3P(s)/
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the volcano type behavior previously reported for pure metals57
and several transition-metal phosphides54 also applies to these
nickel phosphides. Furthermore, we observe that weakly
binding transition-metal phosphides correlates with a preferred
Volmer−Heyrovsky HER mechanism, whereas the moderately
binding Ni5P4 and Pt follow the Volmer−Tafel mechanism.
Thus, to achieve the most highly active catalysts, at the very
peak of the volcano curve, the catalyst has to be designed with a
ΔGH value near that of Pt (0 eV), which therefore will observe
the Volmer−Tafel mechanism.
We emphasize that, at high applied overpotentials, other
weakly binding H* species (at Ni and Ni−Ni bridging sites,
both dimers and hollows) can contribute to the overall activity.
However, this would likely change the rate-determining step of
HER (from Heyrovsky to Volmer) and the observed Tafel
slope (from ∼40 mV/dec to ∼120 mV/dec). To test the
dependence of HER activity on the presence of surface P
species, the Ni sites were selectively poisoned with KSCN,
leaving only P sites available for H adsorption. To ensure
complete Ni poisoning, 2 equiv of KSCN was added per surface
site (combined Ni and P) to the electrolyte during CP analysis
at −10 mA/cm2geo (optical spectroscopy conﬁrmed SCN−
binding to the catalyst; see Figure S16). Figure S17 shows
the eﬀect of SCN− on the Ni3P and Ni5P4 MP catalysts during
the CP measurement. Over the course of 25 h, the
overpotential slowly increases to a slightly higher steady state
by only 17 and 7 mV for Ni3P and Ni5P4 MPs, respectively. The
Tafel slope before and after poisoning and therefore the ratedetermining step are found to be unchanged (see Figures S17
and S18). This experiment strongly indicates that the most
active HER sites are P-based and not Ni-based on both
catalysts. Figure 4B−D shows that the unreconstructed, bulkterminated Ni3P(001) surface only contains Ni-based sites.
Indeed, of the most stable surface terminations and
reconstructions considered here, only the Ni 3 P(s)/
Ni4P4+VNi+P reconstruction shows P-based H-binding sites.
We conclude that both experiments and theory support the
prediction that surface P sites are the active sites for HER
electrocatalysis.
Kinetic Performance and Comparisons. To compare the
electrochemical activity of Ni3P MPs with that of other top
transition-metal phosphides,54 we estimate the electrochemical
surface area (ECSA) and turnover frequency (TOF). We
determine ECSA using the capacitive charge estimation in a
potential range (−0.1 to 0 V vs RHE) where surface oxidation
is unlikely to occur (for details, see the Supporting
Information). We ﬁnd that the surface area of Ni3P (546 ±
36% cm2ECSA/cm2geo) is 48.8 times larger than that of CoP thin
ﬁlms (11.2 cm2ECSA/cm2geo).58 The surface area of the MPs
agrees with our previous study of porous pellet electrodes on
the same order of magnitude as the estimated total catalyst
surface area from BET, calculated as a catalyst loading of 177
mgcat/cm2geo × 1100 cm2BET/gcat = 195 cm2BET/cm2geo.16 We
note that, while there are uncertainties in the ECSA surface area
estimate (associated with the unknown surface charge per area,
surface adsorbates, etc.), this is the best available method and
allows direct comparison to literature values for transition-metal
phosphides.54,58 It should be noted that the use of the ECSA
surface area estimate corresponds to the most conservative
determination of the turnover frequency (TOF). We also ﬁnd
that the active surface area normalized current for Ni3P MPs
(−0.049 ± 0.015 mA/cm2ECSA at −0.100 V) is smaller than that
of Ni5P4 MPs (−0.30 mA/cm2ECSA) but comparable to that of

other top transition-metal phosphides such as Fe0.5Co0.5P
(−0.13 mA/cm2ECSA) and CoP (−0.073 mA/cm2ECSA).54 The
surface area and normalized current of Ni3P MPs are clearly
among those of state of the art HER catalysts.
We estimate TOF from the ECSA-normalized current and
assume an equal distribution of surface Ni and P active
sites.1,16,54 The estimation of TOF introduces several crude
approximations that result in fairly large variations even for the
same material: e.g., determination of the ECSA alone can easily
vary by 4-fold for similar carbon samples.59 Figure 4E shows the
estimated TOF of Ni3P MPs (0.08 s−1 at η = 100 mV and pH
0) is ∼6 times smaller than that of Ni5P4 MPs (0.5 s−1). The
latter TOF is 6-fold smaller than for nanocrystalline particles of
Ni5P4 nc-MPs (3.5 s−1);16 the discrepancy is likely due to the
diﬀerent methods utilized to estimate the active surface area.
The estimated TOF reveals that Ni3P MPs exhibit good HER
activity on a per-site basis. The TOF of Pt foil (11.5 s−1),
however, is more than 1 order of magnitude higher than that of
the second-best transition-metal phosphide catalyst (Ni5P4).16
In alkaline media, the estimated TOF of Ni3P is 0.001 s−1 (at
η = 100 mV),16 which is comparable to that previously
determined for a Ni2P nanoparticle catalyst in 1 M NaOH
(0.004 s−1 at η = 100 mV),16 another highly active HER
catalyst. Still, these TOFs are ∼2 orders of magnitude lower
than those of the state of the art non-noble-metal HER catalysts
Mo2C (0.15 s−1 at η = 100 mV)60 and Ni5P4 nc-MPs (0.79 s−1
at η = 100 mV).16 For reference, the TOFs of noble-metal-free
catalysts are 1 order of magnitude lower than those of noblemetal catalysts: e.g., benchmark Pt (3.6 s−1 at η = 100 mV)16
and the laboratory state of the art Ru/C2N catalyst (1.66 s−1 at
η = 50 mV).3 For Ni3P, lower activity in alkali in comparison to
acid suggests that the thermodynamics of HER on the P adlayer
are non-Nernstian with respect to changes in pH. That is, the
shift of one pH unit does not result in the expected ∼59 mV
shift in potential to achieve the same current density. NonNernstian behavior is also indicated by the change in the Tafel
slope from 41 mV/dec in acid to 119 mV/dec in base. The
signiﬁcant Tafel slope change corresponds to a change in the
rate-determining step from a Heyrovsky-type step to a Volmertype step: i.e., proton adsorption has become rate limiting. The
origin of this non-Nernstian behavior could be due to surface
passivation by P−OH formation, pH eﬀects on the electrochemical double layer, or diﬀerent reconstructions being stable
at high pH.
We will brieﬂy comment on the assumptions made in our
TOF calculation. Again, we assume an equal number of evenly
distributed Ni and P surface active sites. This assumption places
a lower bound on the TOF of transition-metal phosphide
catalysts with a lower density of active sites, which is the case
for Ni3P(001) as shown by our DFT calculations above (see
Figure 4E). The conservative geometric estimate of the surfaceactive site density is 2.02 × 1015 sites/cm2. Using DFT
calculations, however, the surface-active site density of Ni =
P(s)/Ni4P4+VNi+P is 6.24 × 1014 sites/cm2 (see the Supporting
Information). Therefore, the TOF of transition-metal phosphide catalysts may be ∼1 order of magnitude larger than those
previously reported even in a conservative estimate, nearly
bridging the gap between Pt and other top transition-metal
phosphide catalysts.

■

CONCLUSIONS
Ni3P was previously dismissed as an HER catalyst due to its low
activity when it was formed from amorphous precursors and
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tested in alkaline solution and its anticipated low stability in
acid by analogy to Ni(s) electrodes. We show that such an
extrapolation is incorrect, as it fails to consider the added
inﬂuence of ionic Ni−P bonding. This additional bonding
contribution is the source of its larger heat of formation vs
Ni(s) and high corrosion stability. Taken together, the high
intrinsic HER activity of Ni3P MPs (comparable to that of
other top transition-metal phosphides), its excellent corrosion
stability under HER conditions in both strong acid and base,
and low-cost synthesis may allow this material to substitute for
both Pt-group metals in large-scale acid electrolysis and for Ni
electrodes in alkaline electrolysis. Using DFT calculations, we
ﬁnd that a P-enriched (001) surface of Ni3P is most active for
the HER. At low overpotentials we identify the active site as a P
adatom (Pad) that forms during reconstruction and provides
nearly thermoneutral H binding (ΔGH ≈ 0.04 eV). A
previously proposed HER active site on Ni2P(0001), i.e. the
Ni3 hollow site,50 is present on Ni3P(001) but binds a Pad
during reconstruction. This Pad reconstruction is similar to the
reconstructions observed on Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001)
under vacuum, as previously proposed by Wexler et al.52 The
structure diﬀerence between Ni-rich Ni3P and P-rich Ni2P and
Ni5P4 causes a change in bonding geometry of the Ni3-hollow,
in turn leading to a variation in ΔGH and the catalyst’s
corresponding HER activity. We further demonstrate a
correlation of the proposed rate-determining step (Tafel vs
Heyrovsky) and the ΔGH binding energy for a series of three
nickel phosphides. The insight into the active site geometry on
Ni3P(001) presented here and its similarity to that of other
nickel phosphides suggests that this could serve as a general
design principle for the development of novel transition-metal
phosphide catalysts with even higher activity and thus provide a
structural motif for further climbing the HER volcano plot.
DFT calculations are shown to be a powerful tool to predict
reconstruction of energy-minimized surfaces, which is invaluable to an atomic level understanding of catalysis. The insight
into the active site geometry on Ni3P(001) presented here and
its similarity to other nickel phosphides suggests that this could
serve as a general design principle for the development of novel
transition-metal phosphide catalysts with even higher activity
and thus provide a structural motif for further climbing the
HER volcano plot.
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